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Abstract. Supervised learning algorithms are trained with labeled data only. But labeling the data can be
costly and hence the amount of labeled data available may be limited. Training the classifiers with limited
amount of labeled data can lead to low classification accuracy. Hence pre-processing the data is required for
getting better classification accuracy. Full dimensional clustering has been used in literature as preprocessing step to classification methods. But in high dimensional data different clusters may exist in
different subspaces of the dataset. Projected Clustering Particle Swarm Optimization (PCPSO) finds optimal
centers of subspace clusters by optimizing a subspace cluster validation index. In this paper we use PCPSO
method to find subspace clusters present in the dataset. The subspace clusters found and limited amount of
available labeled data are used to label the large amount of unlabelled data that is present in the dataset.
Various classification methods are then applied on the data pre-processed by using PCPSO. In this paper we
propose PCPSO-Classification method. Various new classification methods like PCPSO-Naive bayes,
PCPSO-Multi layer perceptron and PCPSO-Decision table can be obtained by using different classification
methods like Naive bayes, Multi layer perceptron and Decision table respectively in the classification stage
of proposed PCPSO-Classification method. When the dataset contains subspace clusters and labeling the data
is costly due to which available labeled data is limited then the structure of data may be used along with
available limited labeled data to label the large amount of unlabeled data. After pre-processing the data the
amount of labeled data is not limited. We applied PCPSO-Naive bayes, PCPSO-Multi layer perceptron and
PCPSO-Decision table methods on synthetic datasets and found classification accuracy improved
significantly compared to using Naive bayes, Multi layer perceptron and Decision table for classification
with limited available labeled data for training classifiers. The subspace clusters found by PCPSO can be
used for different types of pre-processing for solving different problems before applying classification
methods on datasets. In this paper we considered the problem of limited labeled data and using PCPSO to
find subspace clusters which are used for labeling large amount of unlabeled data with the help of available
limited labeled data.
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1. Introduction
Clustering algorithms divide the dataset into set of disjoint clusters. Traditional clustering methods tend
to fail when applied on high dimensional data due to various problems associated with clustering in high
dimensional data [1]. Subspace and projected clustering methods find clusters that exist in subspaces of
dataset. These methods have emerged as a possible solution to the challenges associated with clustering in
high dimensional data [2]. In subspace clustering one object may be assigned to multiple subspace clusters
but in projected clustering one point can belong to only one subspace cluster. Projected clustering is
preferred over subspace clustering when partition of points is required [3]. Classification methods learn to
classify new objects by using a set of training objects which contain class labels. Clustering methods have
been used in literature together with classification methods for improving classification [4]. But in high
dimensional datasets different clusters may exist in different subspaces. Hence there is a scope to explore
using of clustering methods which find subspace clusters to enhance classification performed by classifiers.
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Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been applied for solving complex optimization problems. In PSO,
the solutions to a given problem are represented by particles. Each particle is associated with a position and
velocity. The positions of particles are evaluated by fitness function. The velocities of the particles are
calculated using the historical best positions of the population and positions of particles are updated in each
iteration. The particles move towards better regions through their own effort and with the cooperation of
other particles [5].
In this paper, we propose hybrid methods for classification using PCPSO and classification methods. The
proposed methods have been applied on synthetic data sets and it has been observed that the proposed
methods gave better accuracy compared to directly applying classification methods on datasets.
This paper is organized as follows: Related work is given in Section 2. The explanation of proposed
method is present in Section 3. Section 4 contains results and discussion. Finally, we draw conclusions in
Section 5.

2. Literature Review
Aggarwal et al. [6] proposed PROCLUS which is a k-medoid like clustering algorithm. Procopiuc et al.
[7] developed DOC by considering a projected cluster to be a fixed length hypercube of width w containing
atleast α points. Bohm et al. [8] proposed PreDeCon which uses a specialized distance measure and a full
dimensional density based clustering algorithm known as DBSCAN [9].
Particle swarm optimization has been applied to clustering problems. Cui et al. [10] presented a hybrid
PSO algorithm using PSO and K-means. The clustering result from PSO clustering method has been used for
giving initial seeds to K-means clustering in this hybrid approach. Van der Merwe et al. [11] developed a
new PSO based clustering algorithm where K-means clustering is used to seed the initial swarm. Recently,
Lu et al. [5] proposed a PSO-based algorithm called PSOVW to solve the variable weighting problem in soft
projected clustering of high-dimensional data. In [12] PSOVW is extended to handle the problem of text
clustering. Satish Gajawada et al. [13] proposed PCPSO for finding optimal cluster centers of subspace
clusters. Subspace clusters can be found by using optimal cluster centers given by PCPSO.
Antonia Kyriakopoulou et al. [14] clustered both training and testing data before the classification step,
in order to extract the structure of the whole dataset. Data is pre-processed by adding artificial meta-features
based on the clustering result. A more efficient classifier was built by applying classification method on the
processed data. Recently, Patil et al. [4] proposed effective framework for prediction of disease outcome
using clustering and classification. Labels have been assigned through clustering and assigned labels were
matched with given labels to preprocess the data. Classification has been done on preprocessed data. The
proposed framework obtained promising classification accuracy as compared to other methods found in
literature. Hence clustering methods which find clusters in full dimensional space have been used as preprocessing step for classification methods. But for high dimensional datasets with subspace clusters
clustering methods which find clusters that exist in subspaces of dataset need to be used to extract structure
of the dataset which can be used for enhancing results given by classification methods.

3. Proposed Method
Figure 1 shows proposed PCPSO-Classification method. Section 3.1 explains PCPSO-Classification
method.

3.1. Description of Proposed Method
PCPSO-Classification method consists of two stages. In the first stage PCPSO [13] is applied on whole
dataset to find subspace clusters that are present in the high dimensional dataset. The limited amount of
labelled data and subspace clusters obtained by PCPSO are used to find labels of unlabelled points. In the
second stage classification methods like Naive Bayes [14], Decision table [14] and Multi layer perceptron
[14] are applied for building a classifier using data pre-processed by PCPSO.
Various steps in PCPSO-Classification method are given below:
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•

Particle encoding for PCPSO: Each particle is of length K where K represents number of subspace
clusters. Each dimension of the particle can take any value from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, ... , N} where N
represents number of points in the dataset.
Dataset

No

Yes

Fig. 1: Proposed PCPSO-Classification method
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•

Fitness function for PCPSO: Decoding particle gives K cluster centers of subspace clusters.
Neighbourhood of centers is obtained by using method described in [6]. Neighbourhood points are
then used for identifying relevant attributes for subspace clusters. Points are assigned to centers using
relevant attributes found. Relevant attributes are found again using clusters obtained after assigning
points to centers. The points are again reassigned to centers using relevant attributes found. Subspace
cluster validation index has been taken as fitness value of the particles.

•

PCPSO method is applied on complete dataset which contains labeled and unlabelled points to get
optimal cluster centers of subspace clusters. Subspace clusters are obtained by using optimal cluster
centers given by PCPSO.
Label the unlabelled points in the subspace clusters using the labeled points in those clusters. The
class label which occurred more number of times in the labeled data of the subspace cluster to which
unlabelled point belongs is taken as the class label of the unlabelled point.
Classification method is applied on the data preprocessed by PCPSO.

•
•

4. Experimental Results
We applied proposed PCPSO-Classification method on synthetic datasets [15]. PCPSO has been used as
pre-processing step for various classification methods. Results obtained for a synthetic dataset having 9
subspace clusters with 14 average numbers of relevant dimensions per subspace cluster are discussed below.
Randomly 97 percent points have been selected as unlabelled data. Although synthetic dataset contains labels
for all the points we have considered labels of less number of points to show the advantage of proposed
method when dataset contains labels only for less number of points.
Table 1: Classification accuracy obtained by using different classifiers
Classification Method

Accuracy

Naive bayes

84.8093

Multi layer perceptron

90.4977

Decision table

78.9916

Table 2: Classification accuracy obtained by using different classifiers in our proposed method
Proposed Classification Method

Accuracy

PCPSO-Naive bayes

91.2853

PCPSO-Multi layer perceptron

96.1755

PCPSO-Decision table

91.8495

Table 1 shows results obtained by directly applying classification methods on the dataset with available 3
percent labeled data as training data. Table 2 shows the results obtained after pre-processing the dataset with
PCPSO and then applying classification methods with 10-fold cross validation on pre-processed data.
From Table 1 we can observe that directly performing classification with Decision table gave accuracy
around 79 percent. But PCPSO-Decision table gave more than 91 percent accuracy which we can find from
Table 2. This large difference in classification accuracy between proposed PCPSO-Decision table and
Decision table classification is due to that fact that the data has very limited labeled data. But pre-processing
the data by using PCPSO to get structure present in the dataset can be helpful to increase the amount of
available labels. After processing the data using PCPSO the amount of labeled data is not limited and hence
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applying classification method on processed data showed significant improvement in accuracy. From Table 1
and Table 2 we can find that PCPSO-Naive bayes, PCPSO-Multi layer perceptron showed improvement
compared to Naive bayes and Multi layer perceptron respectively.
There is scope for other kind of pre-processing steps with projected clustering before classification stage.
Working in this direction will lead to new projected clustering-Classification methods which can yield better
results compared to directly applying classification methods on datasets.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed PCPSO-Classification method. The results obtained on synthetic datasets
showed that pre-processing the high dimensional data which has very less amount of labeled data with
PCPSO can improve accuracy of classifiers significantly. Our future work includes creation of other new
methods where projected clustering is used in combination with classification methods to improve the results
compared to applying classification methods directly on high dimensional data with subspace clusters. Our
future work also includes creation of various methods like HC-PCPSO-Classification where hierarchical
clustering is used as initialization method for PCPSO to get better results compared to PCPSO-Classification.
There is scope for other things like using Projected Clustering Differential Evolution (PCDE) for preprocessing high dimensional data by creating methods like PCDE-Classification and HC-PCDEClassification similar to PCPSO-Classification and HC-PCPSO-Classification.
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